Journals and books are both essential to research, both in representing and magnifying the benefits of the other.

Using the many cross-links embedded in publications on ScienceDirect, researchers can move seamlessly between books and journals, across topics and disciplines. Whether for a broad subject overview or a deeper in-depth analysis, books and journals on ScienceDirect provide expert opinion, analysis, breadth of viewpoints, and wealth of evidence, with links to related journal content. In an entirely new publishing model, Elsevier’s flagship Major Reference Works are paired with books on ScienceDirect, selected and organized by an expert Editorial Board. Reference Modules provide content from thousands of links to related journal content.

**NEW DIRECTIONS FOR DISCOVERY**

Elsevier’s flagship Major Reference Works are paired with links to relevant journal content. In an entirely new publishing process, our Reference Modules provide content from thousands of peer-reviewed articles from Elsevier’s Major Reference Works, selected and organized by an expert Editorial Board. Reference Modules are updated continuously, and link abundantly to relevant journals.

*Based on tracked “turnaways” on ScienceDirect, instances where a request is made for a title not carried by the library.

All data gathered from Elsevier ScienceDirect global usage from January 1, 2015 through December 31, 2015.

**Why are Reference Modules so rich in journal links?**

They are derived from Major Reference Works, which house the data links to additional relevant information at average of any Elsevier content type.

**WHERE ELSEVIER LINKS TAKE YOU**

Every day, an average of 3,007 books and journals on ScienceDirect are co-used with 24 different journals and 568,016 articles for over 5 million co-usage sessions since 2013.

**ELSEVIER BOOK HALL OF FAME**

Three standout Reference Modules contain the most links:

| Reference Module in Biomedical Sciences | 6,307 | 24 |
| Reference Module in Chemistry, Engineering and Materials Science | 4,208 | 75 |
| Reference Module in Earth and Environmental Systems | 4,157 | 15 |

**ARTICLE CONTENT**

*Depth in Growing Disciplines*

• Latest research/new results
• Latest experiments
• Latest data
• Latest technical developments
• Future directions

**BOOK CONTENT**

*Broadsword Connecting Disciplines*

• A catalyst for discovery in new areas
• Brings together fields of science
• More sustained arguments, differing opinions, nuance and complexity
• Gives broader view of a topic

**PILLARS OF RESEARCH**

Invaluable and inseparable, books and journals make great research possible.

**NEW PUBLICATIONS**

Over 150 renowned experts authored each volume, each a kind of review, a critical reflection, if you will. “The books summarized all the work that was done. That’s why we use books. They are a kind of review, a critical review, if you will.” — Sumita Mitra, Researcher

*All data gathered from Elsevier ScienceDirect global usage from January 1, 2015 through December 31, 2015. Please contact us for any information on ScienceDirect products and services, including usage statistics and access to books and journals.*

**ALL THINGS CONSIDERED**

The benefits of the other.